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For design without compromise:
spaces
Efficiency, communication, networking and mobility have evolved into factors that shape our working
environment. Office spaces must meet growing requirements and be flexible to changes, to allow
people to be as productive as possible within them. spaces is procedes square's answer to the interior
design challenges of tomorrow. Whether you want zones for high-concentration work, effective communication areas or team-friendly places to retreat – spaces can be adjusted to suit your individual
needs and offers you the advantages of contemporary architecture:

focus spaces have the essential at their
core. Design individual workplace concepts
and experience for yourself the next-generation room acoustics.
network spaces keep your finger on the
pulse of the times. This meeting point at
the heart of the firm is a space for informal
exchange and effective communication.
team spaces are the modern take on the
island in the open-plan office. Enclosed room
solutions for various uses coupled with useful technology make team spaces a dynamic
place to come up with creative ideas.
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A ll three kinds of spaces together create a
coherent overall concept for productive office
landscapes. Through functional elements
like acoustics, multimedia, air and light you
can create just the right conditions for the
success of your team. spaces thus succeeds
in balancing design and function.
Discover your options with spaces and
inspire people with game-changing design
and versatile functionality.
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Focus spaceS
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Focus spaceS
High-concentration work in a focussed atmosphere still takes up the
main part of the working day. As demands on employees increase, the
workplace must provide the perfect conditions.
Modern interior design is torn between open plan offices with their more
efficient use of space and individual solutions which promote greater
productivity. The subject of acoustic separation in particular plays a
significant role, as noise is a major problem for work that demands
concentration.
procedes square has taken up this challenge and its focus spaces is a
solution with room acoustics that use intelligent materials to achieve a
balance between absorption and screening. Design your individual office
landscapes to your specifications and use our room dividers as the basis
for productive working.
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The place for high-concentration work
Combination: A successful room concept is all about balance. Combine
working landscapes with places to retreat in order to create the right
mix of focus and communication.
Grounded: spaces offers a wide selection of base combinations to meet
your requirements. From timeless feet to panelled bases, procedes
square has solid solutions.
Choice of colours: The combination of customisable textiles and
high-quality aluminium lends your spaces the identity you envisage. In
addition to the standard colours, we can also finish the visible surfaces
of the system in your specified colours.
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Acoustics: Conventional room divider systems do not factor in the effect
of distracting sources of sound in the immediate vicinity. spaces takes
a new approach to screening between workplaces so that the open-plan
office has the potential to produce results.
Integration: Who can tell today what technology will still be around
tomorrow? focus spaces serve as a platform for the integration of
screens and other applications that enhance your workplace – no matter
what the latest technology is.

Flexibility
Identity
Concentration
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Network spaceS
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Network spaceS
T he central zone is fast becoming an essential part of the open-plan
office. Between the traditional workplace and separate conference
rooms, it forms the link within modern office communication.
T hese areas have been underrepresented in room concepts up to now.
As teamwork becomes more important and work increasingly involves
networking, new ways of working together have emerged in recent years,
for which solutions have to be found.
n etwork spaces are the ideal solution to add to the central zone. They
uniquely combine flexibility, function and design, thus defining the
visual and acoustic properties of the concept and creating measurable
added value for team work.
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The centre of effective communication
Versatility: network spaces do not have to conform to any hard and
fast rules when it comes to form or use. Design your meeting points in
line with your needs or seek advice from our partners on which network
space best fulfils your requirements.
L anguage of form: We spend a large part of our lives in public places:
why, then, should we go without design here? Discover the quality attention to detail and experience perfect textile architecture.
Seating: Simply match your network space in with your existing furniture to achieve the right layout and the right seating.
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Electrification: These days, we have to be mobile at all times. For this
reason, network spaces incorporate an intelligent power supply system.

Flexibility: All the systems from procedes square are highly versatile.
Use existing elements to create new office landscapes without making
structural changes.

Dialogue
Meeting
Communication
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ThinkspaceS
tanks
Team
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Team spaceS
The days of static room layouts are gone. The reality of work today calls
for flexibility. Given that businesses are more mobile in their choice of
location and leases are shorter, it is obvious that investing substantial
figures in rigid room concepts has no sustainable benefit.
Room-in-room concepts, like think tanks or cubes, are an attractive
way of creating rooms without compromising on flexibility. As modular
constructs, team spaces provide an environment for discretion and productivity. In this way, they expand on the modern take on the open-plan
office by offering places of retreat.
t eam spaces are dynamic room solutions with impressive functionality
and considered design. You configure the dimensions or the acoustic
properties of the think tank in line with your requirements. Whether
used as an individual office or a creative think tank, team spaces are a
forward-looking solution within open-plan offices as workplaces become
more and more condensed.
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An island for creative dialogue
P roductivity: If your business is to be productive as well as open-plan,
a place of retreat is required. Enhance your office landscape with team
spaces: the results will speak for themselves.

T ransparency: Transparent elements give room-in-room solutions
the necessary openness. Graphic wraps provide the right look for your
design to work on an overall level.

N etwork: Complex organisations live by information. Tap the potential
of modern control and networking solutions in order to make your openplan office a hub of productivity.

D esign: The flush incorporation of glass and textiles is part of the
fundamental philosophy of spaces. You can seamlessly integrate glass
up to 12.76 mm thick into your team space.

L ighting: Efficient working requires the right lighting. Select the light to
suit your needs from our high-quality range.
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Productivity
Creativity
Team spirit
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Design +
functionS
spaces is about seeing the office as a living space and viewing
the room as a whole. Design your office landscapes to the
highest aesthetic standards, without compromising on function.
Discover with spaces design and function in unique balance.
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Design
F unction and aesthetics do not have to be a contradiction in terms. On
the contrary: join us in our philosophy and take advantage of the design
possibilities to make a brilliant impression.

For covering on both sides, there is a selection of high-quality smooth or
textured textiles. The custom design of spaces animates your rooms to
impressive effect.

A successful language of form combines aesthetics and efficiency.
Details like the all-textile coverings and round corner variants bring
together organic design and optimum use of space.

spaces also has the right solution if you're looking for transparency. By
integrating glass of different thicknesses flush with the structure, you
get that sense of expanse without compromising on zoning.

T he textiles can be printed to your specifications in high resolutions.
Graphic designs and solid colours are also possible: it just depends what
visual effect you wish to create.
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Acoustics
R oom acoustics in the open-plan office is one of the key factors in
determining how successful communal working is. The right acoustics
enables workers to concentrate for longer, reduces stress and sustains
motivation. The sound quality of a room therefore has an important
influence on your success.

Perfect balance in the open-plan office:
xOrb 3500 combines a focussed atmosphere with effective screening.

 hen it comes to the right acoustics, it is important to distinguish
W
between sound insulation and sound absorption. Insulation is about creating discretion and places to retreat, by specifically reducing ambient
noise. Absorption corrects the sound qualities of the room resulting in
less disruptive reflections and better speech clarity.

Concentrating on the essential:
xOrb 7200 for effective room solutions in open-plan office landscapes.

Acoustics without compromise:
xOrb 4800 for perfect sound across all frequencies.

Teamwork in discrete surrounds:
xOrb 9000 for effective places to retreat.

spaces combine both dimensions of acoustics: sound insulation and
sound absorption. Depending on your needs, there are four acoustic
modules to choose from.
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COMMUNICATION
C ommunication is becoming a central feature of successful businesses. spaces therefore
supports the use of technologies that offer added value in day-to-day operations. From the room
divider to the think tank, the combination of design and function creates the ideal conditions for
your success.
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Make room for ideas and lend your firm a communicative atmosphere. Integrate screens up to a
depth of 50 mm flush with the system for effective presentations or productive video conferences.

The specially developed sound systems set new standards in the auditive setup of rooms. Give
your creativity free rein in designing the audiovisual features of showrooms and lounge areas.
Make a resounding impression when presenting your firm.
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Air
A healthy room climate starts with fresh air. The room-in-room solutions from procedes square
are constantly ventilated by a stand-alone system. Another option is integration in the existing
ventilation system to ensure the room climate is to your wishes.
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T he right temperature is the second factor for a productive room climate. spaces uses capillary
technology, for the optimum room climate all year round. Whether radiant heat is used in winter
or pleasant fresh air in summer, spaces creates the perfect working conditions in conjunction
with modern air conditioning technology.

Light
L ight affects our well-being and our output. In high-concentration situations in particular, lighting
can be crucial. spaces provides clarity – from the spot lamp to the Ambilight, from the pendant
luminaire to the wall light, spaces has an extensive range of lighting concepts.

Depending on what the workplace requires, we can thus create the right atmosphere for inspiring
work. We work with select lighting manufacturers that offer state-of-the-art technology and
timeless design. Discover a whole new level of holistic design with spaces.
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max. 2600

max. 2200

Dimensions
The demands on an open-plan office are as individual as the people that work in it. For this
reason, procedes square places emphasis on tailor-made solutions. Design the products in line
with your vision and make an impression with your individuality.
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focus spaces are the basis for high-concentration working. Depending on how they are used, they
can be configured up to a height of 2200 mm for visual and acoustic purposes. For requirements
beyond that, our engineers are at your service and will develop bespoke solutions together with
you.

max. 3000

n etwork spaces feature an incredible range of configurations, so there are virtually no limits to
the dimensions. Our local partners will be happy to assist you in planning your central zones, so
that you find the perfect product for your requirements.

The size of the team spaces is determined by your specifications. Be it a place for two people to
retreat to or an interactive place for a group to discuss new ideas, the variable modular system
allows for room-in-room solutions of up to twelve square metres.
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Modularity
T he rapid pace at which the world of work is changing presents us with a number of new challenges. Our duties are constantly changing, communication is gaining in importance and the lines
between organisations are blurring. To be successful in this environment, we need room concepts
that grow in step with requirements.
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spaces takes account of these changes, which is why it is based on a modular principle. The system is designed so that the individual elements can be combined and expanded in various ways.
This enables you to respond to new requirements quickly.

T he system's connection elements make it flexible and allow existing elements to be linked in
various ways to create new structures. The modular approach is the key to the sustainable and
intelligent use of space.

As well as flexible use of space, function plays an important part. The modular principle allows
everything from multimedia communication solutions to highly-effective absorbers to be integrated. This way, even existing applications are kept up to date and offer maximum benefit for your
firm in the long run.
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SERVICE
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Advice

Local production

From the right acoustics to choosing textiles, our team is at your service to answer your questions. Take advantage of our advisory service and the extensive experience of our team to get the
most out of spaces.

As an innovative manufacturer, we use materials of superior quality. We have a close relationship with our partners and suppliers and manufacture exclusively in Germany, and can therefore
guarantee our high standards of quality all the way to the finished product.

Configurator

Sustainability

The 3D configurator from procedes square transforms the planning process into an experience.
Create individual office landscapes and design the surfaces intuitively. The configuration process
gives you an insight into all the information you need to proceed with your design.

As a young firm, it is our aim to think long-term. We want to create products that continue to
impress in the future, so we have made it our business to conserve resources by using sustainable materials and methods.

Services
spaces from procedes square gives your creativity total freedom. We will be happy to assist you
with the process so you can make the most of the many options and meet your specifications.
Whether for specialist installation or individual acoustic measurement, our local partners will
help you to realise your ideas.

stay square
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Contact
procedes square GmbH
Flughafenstrasse 4a
27809 Lemwerder, Germany
Phone +49 (0) 421 69 35 2-51
Fax +49 (0) 421 69 35 2-54
info@procedes-square.de
www.procedes-square.de

